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gendai

Haiku in English

B!"#$%& N'(#)

!og, stone buddha, & moon
˝x5&˝

!og (1999), 
and stone buddha (2009); as well as a new one: moon

-

 an aspirin chewed / to soothe a 
toothache— / winter moon
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"e Naked Octopus

2013). 77 pages; 5'˝x8'˝

wearing eight / of your shoes— / octo-
pus fetishist

A Dictionary of Haiku -
˝x9˝ -

booksellers

-
egorized like a sajiki sajiki Haiku 
World A Dictionary of Haiku -

-

Dictionary -

Gualala River / called by a #ute / mosquitoes 
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Snail on a Well Bucket -
˝x6&˝

“When,” the small girl asks / as her plane is in #ight / “…
do we get smaller?”

"e Disjunctive Dragon#y: A New Approach to English-Language Haiku, 

5(˝x7&˝

-
Poems of Consciousness (2008), and 

-

Embryo, by George Swede (Canada: Inspress, 2013). 60 pages; 5'˝x8'˝. 

Drunken Robins -
etry Press, 2011). 109 pages; 8˝x5(˝

a$er twenty years / I #y in 
dreams again— / not as high
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Now "is: Contemporary Poems of Beginnings, Renewals, and Firsts, ed-

pages; 6˝x9˝

-
-

 %rst summer rain / the bride and groom pause / 
in their dance

Hopeless Roof
˝x6&˝

-

summer solstice / there’s also / a chainsaw

Bheid
2013). 59 pages; 6˝x8(˝

table-saw / a window / on the ocean
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"e Winter Sun Shines In: A Life of Masaoka Shiki,
˝x8'˝. 

-

"e Color of Water
Autumns Press, 2013). 28 pages; 5(˝x7˝

-

Falling Ashes
2013). 54 pages; 9˝x6˝

details. Veteran’s Day / everyone else / at the parade
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Fragrance of the Wild Rose

6˝x8(˝

-
gladly return to the 

%elds / you deer, beware of wol&es / let them change their nature

"e Scent of Music -
ke, 2013). 72 pages; 5˝x7˝

-
-

Chopin nocturne— / the lower octaves warm / !om the 
sun

Senokul&itre
˝x8˝

-
line booksellers 

snow begins 
falling … / the world grows smaller, / and colder

My Haiku
pages; 5˝x7˝
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Four small birds at the / beach, picking what the ocean / has 
brought them today

Haiku Diary: Hazy Moon
printed, 2013). 84 pages; 5&˝x8(˝

-
Asahi Haikuist Network between 2000 and 2012, arranged 

K', 

To dye or / not to dye my hair / spring arrives

Her Cold Martini,
2013). 45 pages; 5˝x8˝

 
-

ommended. foghorn / #oating somewhere / thirty tons of ore


